
HEART RECEIVES
1. Brain sends the 

heart feelings: 
(not images, 
sounds et.,).:

The heart feels 
content when it 
receives any kind 
of pleasure Eg
nutrients (of 
banana), SEX 
(from wherever) 
health (Gym W/O),
relaxation (drugs)
softness (Quran)

etc., etc.,

Goals and 
Desires of the 
world can be 
achieved 
quicker 

SOUL

BRAIN

HUNGRY HEART

UNIVERSE

SENSES
&

MOVEMENT

SOUL ONLY HAS BRAIN TO GAIN INFO 
DURING NIGHT
During sleep: 
1. Brain does not send or receive info
through senses. 
2. Is the one time the Soul has any 
means of contact with the brain.

The Soul ‘directly’ accesses the brain for; 
old plus new info to identify the world, 
& cleanses brain (Its ‘enemy’ evil is 
buried), soul:
1. evaluates info. Sends messages via 
dreams. Provides evaluated results to 
the brain and creates plans from newly 
learnt information at night

SOUL ONLY HAS HEART TO GAIN INFO 
DURING DAY.  Sends info to heart:
1. To learn about the world, through its 

intelligently creative plan, Generates 
new desires, thoughts, plans within the 
heart.

2. Works against badness caused by satan’s
obstruction, and generates appropriate 
plans to purify soul

Is hungry for 
pleasure and to keep 

beating

HEART SENDS
1. wants more of the 

pleasure it has
2. Wants to keep 

beating/alive
:And so forwards new 
desires to the brain.
THE HEART DOES NOT 
DIRECTLY 
COMMUNICATE WITH 
SOUL

BRAIN:
1. Always Organises 

& Stores every tiny 
bit of the info 
received.

2. Uses & Works on 
the strongest 
method (neuronal 
pathways) to send 
info: 

a. to body 
b. to heart

Is a Powerfully Intelligent Living 
‘Something’ who wants to pass the 
test: 1. learn about the world and 

2. keep heart purified

EVIL Satan: 
creates &/or disguises : 
sexual abuse, anger, 
drugs, parties, fear, risk 
etc into forms of 
pleasure

ONLY GOOD DREAMS
Provide unique Signs 
and visions

GOD
EXISTS
( 1- 6)

Time comes to an end
Time (old age and death)Directly affects the 
heart

GOOD
GOD : Then (6)
sends and completes 
The Quran to Mankind: 
Provides knowledge & 
guidance to the Human
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GOD : First (1) Creates 
EVERYTHING: Angels (satan), 
Devils, Universe, (Earth)

GOD : Then (2)
Creates The Soul 
(Living Power) 

GOD : Then (3)
Creates Man (living Being): 
providing senses to the body 
to help The Soul

GOD : Then (4)
Blows (intelligence, purity & 
awareness) the Soul.
Into the human body

GOD : Then (5)
Sets a TIMED TEST 
For Mankind Time helps goals and 

dreams to be achieved, 
if they are successfully 
fed back to brain.

EYES: The ONLY sense 
HIGHLY active during 
Slumber :
REM (deep) sleep

SENSES SEND:
Do and experiences: 
(new images, words etc
and new result of 
actions/movement)used 
to fulfil desires get sent 
back to the brain. 

SENSES RECEIVE:
Desires sought: Brain 
uses senses to Carry 
out movement, from 
the world it lives in. 
(Desire is like the ‘want’ 
to do something)


